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Overscore

Overscore in a signature is a way of hiding some issues about self from public. The person
using an underscore in the signature hides much about himself. His success is low.
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Encircling

Encircling, partial or complete, is hiding about self from public like the overscore. In
addition to that, here we also observe that the size of the signature has been inflated due
to the addition of the encircling. This person has something to hide but he wants to
portray that he is larger than what he actually is.

PLACEMENT OF DOTS
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Placement of two dots below the underscore
Placement of two dots below the underscore shows with whom this person would like to
spend his free or leisure time. For example: weekends, vacations, New Year's Eve, etc.

A

Extreme left

Two dots at the left under the signature shows that the person prefers to spend his
leisure time with his close family.

ogesh Monaj Garg
..

B

Centre

Two dots at the centre below the signature means that this person prefers to spend his
free or leisure time with his close friends.

ogesh Monaj Garg
..
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C

Extreme right

Two dots at the right under the signature shows that the person prefers to spend his
leisure time with strangers.

ogesh Monaj Garg
..

2. One dot at the end of the signature:
The person who puts a dot at the end of the signature is very definitive and decisive. He is
particular about many small things. He is easily irritable if these small things are not in
place.

ogesh Monaj Garg.
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3. More than two dots in the signature:
If a person puts more than two dots randomly anywhere in the signature, then it shows
waste of time. Two dots means a specific time meant for leisure but more than that is
wastage of time. This person feels that he has wasted valuable time in his life.
Placement of these more than two dots in various zones would let you know what kind of
activities are considered time wasters by him. For example if the person is putting three
random dots in the upper zone he is wasting time in intellectually involving activities.
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